
 

MiTOWER STAIRSMiTOWER STAIRS

✓ Professional useProfessional use

Working safely on a staircase

Single person assembly

Stable, strong and robust

Extension set for MiTOWER and MiTOWER PLUS

Altrex MiTOWER STAIRSAltrex MiTOWER STAIRS

The MiTOWER STAIRS is an extension of the MiTOWER and MiTOWER PLUS. Only one person is needed to assemble this compact scaffold in a stairwell. Safe
and fast. Thanks to this intelligent application, unsafe working on a staircase is a thing of the past.

The intelligent design of the MiTOWER forces you to build the mobile rolling tower safely. Platform girders and a unique suspension mechanism in the platforms
give you maximum grip and make it extra easy. Double guardrail braces, a handy claw system and double braked castors mean that the mobile scaffolding is one
of the most stable of its kind.

Working safely on an uneven levelWorking safely on an uneven level

With the MiTOWER STAIRS, you can work safely on an uneven level. Stable all the way to the top.

Compact and easy to place on a staircaseCompact and easy to place on a staircase

The compact design means that the MiTOWER STAIRS is the ideal scaffold to move into a narrow stairwell.

A handy extensionA handy extension

The MiTOWER STAIRS is available as an upgrade for both MiTOWER and MiTOWER PLUS.

Strong and stableStrong and stable

Circular welded and pinched claw-brace connections turn the MiTOWER STAIRS into the strongest, most stable scaffolding of its kind.

Unique suspension mechanismUnique suspension mechanism

'Extra hands' to hang materials during the construction and dismantling of the MiTOWER STAIRS. Slides in and out in a single, quick
movement.

Your MiTOWER STAIRS, your identityYour MiTOWER STAIRS, your identity

Make your MiTOWER STAIRS recognizable using the logo, name and colours of your business. So that you are visible on every level.

Product specificationsProduct specifications

EANEAN Item numberItem number seriesseries

8711563210394 C003090 MiTOWER

8711563210417 C003091 MiTOWER
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